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Abstract- The Sign language is very important for people who have hearing and speaking deficiency generally called Deaf 
and Mute. It is the only mode of communication for such people to convey their messages and it becomes very important for 
people to understand their language. In this paper, we  have implemented the algorithm of extracting Histogram of Gradient 
Orientation (HOG) features and these features are used to pass in an  Support Vector Machine (SVM)  to construct a training 
model which will further classify the test images given by the user depending on the respective feature vector.  We have 
developed  a system to recognize alphabets characters using two  feature vectors namely HOG  and  Scale Invariant Feature 
Transform  (SIFT)  features and tested both of them  such  that it will give the optimal result . The real time images will be 
captured first by means of webcam and then stored in directory and on recently captured image, feature extraction will take 
place to identify which sign has been articulated by the user through algorithm in MATLAB. After the comparison, the result 
will be produced in accordance with  the input image to the image stored for a specific letter already in the database. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 
Gestures are powerful means of communication 
among humans. Among different modality of body, 
hand gesture is the most simple and natural way of 
communication mode. Real time, vision based hand 
gesture recognition is more feasible due to the latest 
advances in the field of computer vision, image 
processing and pattern recognition but it has yet, to be 
fully explored for Human Computer Interaction 
(HCI). Our system receives input from webcam 
images and classifies them based on features denoted 
by post-processing the images. For the purpose of 
data classification we used two methods HOG and 
SIFT which extracted the feature vectors and further 
these feature vectors were used for machine learning 
where we used SVM for the same.  Our algorithm 
first applies image processing techniques on the 
images in order to cancel background and noise 
effects.  
 
It then extracts relevant features for classification 
such as area, orientation and normalized image pixels 
data and finally classifies the gesture features using a 
multiclass Support Vector Machine classifier.  
 
II. LITERATURE REVIEW  
 
In [1], the author  included the algorithm in which 
first the video was captured and then divided into 
various frames and the frame  with the image was 
extracted and further from that frames various 
features like Difference of Gaussian (DOG) was 
calculated.    
 
In  [2],   the author applied  a combination of (2D) 
shape-based and size-based  features to recognize the 
configuration of the hand in the scene .  

In   [3], the author gathered the  tracking data  over 
time with a 3D-camera,  and  the author devises a 
SVM-based system to classify between one finger, 
two fingers gestures   
 
In   [4], the authors implemented  Hidden Markov 
models, commonly used in  handwriting  recognition, 
achieve a 97%+ accuracy in classifying 40 words in 
American Sign Language.  
 
In [5], a method had been developed  in which  
gesture recognition model was developed using SVM 
and better outputs were obtained using Cross-
Validation. In [6],   the authors have classified 
gestures through Multiclass SVM using libSVM. 
Current solutions incorporate a variety of machine 
learning techniques to classify hands.  
 
In   [7], the author had  used  a Pyramid of Histogram 
of Oriented Gradients as a feature for a SVM with 70-
30 cross validation, the author was  able to 
distinguish between  a hand and non-hand .   
  
III.PROPOSED METHODOLOGY  
  
Generally, vision-based hand gesture recognition 
consists of three basic processing stages  
 
A.  Image Segmentation  
B.  Gesture Modelling  
C.  Gesture Classification 
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The above figure shows these stages in two phases 
namely, the Training phase and the Testing phase. 
The Training phase includes only the first two 
processing stages, whereas the Testing phase includes 
all three processing stages  
  
A.DATA COLLECTION  
Our dataset comprises over 3 different  folders having 
collection of  hand gestures of different orientations 
for robust classification. The testing  images were 
taken from a standard laptop webcam at 320 x 240pix 
resolutions.  
 
While capturing images, the hand gestures were 
moved or rotated slightly to avoid taking sets of 
images that were too similar. By introducing some 
variance into the dataset, we ensure that any new data 
we test,  does not need to look exactly like the 
training data in order to be correctly classified.  
  
B.IMAGE SEGMENTATION  
The main procedure of hand segmentation is to detect 
hand regions in the image captured of hand gesture 
and separate  them from backgrounds, as shown in 
Fig.1. It should be mentioned that the correctness of 
hand gesture recognition has a close relationship to 
the accuracy of hand segmentation. Many 
conventional methods of hand segmentation takes 
advantages of colour cues.  However, the accuracy of 
hand gesture segmentation tends to be affected easily 
by several factors such as the skin colour differences 
between humans, the sensitivity of colour to 
illumination, and especially the situation due to 
presence of objects with similar skin colour. Here we 
have utilized colour detection scheme where only a 
specific colour would be detected.  
  
C.GESTURE   MODELLING  
In the stage of hand gesture analysis, hand postures as   
well as motion patterns are calculated from the hand 
gesture frame sequence, and the hand gesture model 
is created accordingly, as shown in the training and 
testing phases in Fig1.  
  
D.GESTURE CLASSIFICATION  
The final stage is hand gesture recognition in which 
the output of current gesture model from the second 
stage is compared with each model in hand gesture 
database where the most matched hand gesture is 
selected as final recognition result. This has been 
illustrated in the testing phase of Fig1.  Different 
hand gesture modelling methods have diverse 
recognition approaches. The hand gesture is 
recognized by counting the number of active fingers. 
The hand gesture is  modelled  as the star skeleton, 
and the recognition is performed by distance 
signature. Other features such as hand position and 
direction, finger position and direction, and distance 
between the fingers are always used for establishing 
spatial model of hand gesture.  

1.SIFT  
Scale-invariant feature transform (SIFT) is an 
algorithm in computer vision to detect and describe 
local features in images. The algorithm was published 
by David  Lowe in 1999. SIFT keypoints of objects 
are first extracted from a set of reference images and 
stored in a database. 
 

 
Fig.2 Flowchart of SIFT Technique 

 
A.IMAGE ACQUISITION: The first step of Image 
Acquisition as the name suggests is of capturing the 
image during runtime through a webcam. It is 
actually  the creation of digital images, typically from 
a physical scene.   
  
B.FEATURE EXTRACTION:   
For any object or hand  there are many features like, 
interesting points that can be extracted to provide a 
"feature" differentiation of the object or hand. SIFT 
image features provide a set of features of an  hand 
that are not affected by  the complications 
experienced in other methods, such as object scaling 
and rotation[4].   
  
C.SCALE SPACE EXTREMA DETECTION:  This 
stage of scale space extrema detection attempts to 
identify those scales and locations that are 
identifiable from different angle view of the same 
hand gestures [4].  
  
D.KEYPOINT LOCALISATION:   
Scale-space extrema detection produces too many 
keypoint candidates, some of which are unstable. The 
next step in the algorithm is to perform a detailed fit 
to the nearby data for accurate location, scale, and 
ratio of principal curvatures[4].   
  
E.ORIENTATION DETECTION:   
Histogram of Oriented Gradients (HOG) are  feature 
descriptors used in computer vision and image 
processing for the purpose of object detection [4]. 
The technique counts occurrences of gradient 
orientation in localized portions of an image. 
F.ORIENTATION ASSIGNMENT:  In this step, 
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each keypoint is assigned one or more orientations 
based on local image gradient directions.  This is the 
key step in achieving invariance to rotation as the 
keypoint descriptor can be  represented relative to this 
orientation and therefore achieves invariance to 
image rotation.  
  
G.KEYPOINT DESCRIPTOR: To compute a 
descriptor vector for each keypoint such that the 
descriptor is highly distinctive and partially  invariant 
to the  remaining  variations such as illumination, 3D 
viewpoint.  
  
H.GESTURE RECOGNITION:  Gesture recognition 
enables humans to communicate with the machine 
(HMI) and interact naturally without any mechanical 
devices  .This is the last part of the algorithm where 
the sign shown in front of camera will be converted to 
the corresponding text.   
 
2.HISTOGRAM  OF  GRADIENTS:  
HOG are feature descriptors used in image processing 
for the purpose of object detection. The technique 
counts occurrences of gradient orientation in 
localized portions of an image. 
 

 
Fig.3 Flowchart of Histogram of Oriented Gradients 

  
 A.Test/Training Image:   
Capturing the images is the first step. Here the size is 
taken to be 320×240 pixels   

B.Gamma Normalization:  
Gamma Normalization is an optional process, where 
either square root of the image intensities or 
logarithm of the same can be taken.  
   
C.Computing the Gradients:  
Every gradient has its own magnitude as well as 
orientation.  
  
D.Weighted vote in spatial and orientation cell:  
We create a window and then split in to a dense grid. 
After splitting into a dense grid which consists of 
cells, each cell gradient is considered in order to 
calculate its magnitude and the respective orientation 
and histogram of its orientation is taken which is 
weighted by magnitude of gradient. Thus in short 
histogram of gradient orientation is taken[7].  
   
E. Contrast Normalizing over overlapping spatial 
cells: We combine several of these so called cells in 
the neighborhood so as to create a block. Block 
allows to normalize the image or the block per say. 
This provides contrast normalization. 
 
This contrast normalizations aids to get rid of change 
in intensities.  Here we can even have several 
overlapping blocks[7].  
  
F.Collection of HoG’s:  
HOG’s of these blocks is collected in a big array of 
feature vector. Further these feature vectors are given 
to learning algorithm, in this case SVM.  Also here 
since a gesture is expected,  the positive images are 
labelled as 1 while the negative images are assigned 
the value  -1    

 

 
 
3. SUPPORT VECTOR MACHINE:  
The Support Vector Machine (SVM) Classifier is 
widely used for classification and regression testing. 
SVM training algorithm builds a model that predicts 
whether a new example falls into one category or 
other. The SVM classifier learns from the data points 
in examples when they are classified belonging to 
their respective categories. The SVM [2] is a very 
well-known learning algorithm for classification 
problem. The main goal of SVM is to design an 
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optimal separating hyper plane such that it can 
classify training vectors in to classes. 
 

 
 
 
SVM then separates a given binary labelled training 
data with the hyper-plane that is maximally distant 
from them also known as the maximal margin hyper-
plane. For cases in which no linear separation is 
possible, they can work in combination with the 
technique of kernels, which automatically realizes a 
non-linear mapping to a feature space.  
 
Consider the problem of separating the set of training 

 
 

 

 
 
A training set of patterns is linearly separable if there 
exist at least one linear classifier defined by the pair 
(w, b) which correctly classifies all training patterns. 
This linear classifier is represented by the hyper plane 
H (w.+b=0) and defines a region for class +1 patterns 
(w.+b>0) and another region for class -1 patterns 
(w.+b<0)  [3]. 
 

 
Fig 6. Linear classifier defined by the hyper plane H. 

 
After training, the classifier is ready to predict the 
class membership for new patterns, different from 
those used in  
 

 
  
4. MULTICLASS SVM:   
Multiclass svm is useful for multiple gesture 
classification where number of testing gestures is 
more than 2 .We implemented multiclass 
classification by using the library mentioned in   
.libSVM supports one vs.one and one vs. all types of 
classification. We used the technique of one vs. all  
method in which we  take the training samples with 
the same label as one class and the others as the other 
class, and then it becomes a two-class problem[2].   
libSVM supports various kernels which is required 
for obtaining the best model for optimum 
classification.  RBF kernel was implemented as it 
provides better results.  This kernel nonlinearly maps 
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samples into a higher dimensional space so it, unlike 
the linear kernel, can handle the case when the 
relation between class labels and attributes is 
nonlinear[2].  
 
Cross validation was implemented for obtaining best 
values of C, γ Which provides the best separating 
hyper plane The goal is to identify good (C, γ) so that 
the classifier can accurately predict unknown data 
(i.e. testing data)[5]. In v-fold cross-validation, we 
first divide the training set into v subsets of equal 
size. Sequentially one subset is tested using the 
classifier trained on the remaining v-1 subsets. We 
implemented v=10 for parameter selection.  
  
IV.IMPLEMENTED ALGORITHM:  
 
Implementing the techniques in machine learning and 
image processing, we hope to obtain a high level of 
accuracy in distinguishing between the letters in the 
Indian sign language alphabet.  
 
1) Gesture Segmentation:  
In order to distinguish hand gesture from background 
image we use  blue glove to separate the gesture from 
background by implementing colour based object 
detection.  
 
Steps:-   
a) Input testing images were restricted to a 320x240 
pixel size further   
b) The blue plane of the 3D image is subtracted from 
the grayscale of the original image.  Later median 
filtering is performed to reduce the salt and pepper  
noise while retaining the edges. 
 

 
 

 

 
 
2) Feature vectors:  
As mentioned earlier HOG as well as SIFT 
Algorithms were implemented  to calculate feature 
vectors. Feature vectors provide the behavior of all 
the pixels in the form of vector.  
 
For HOG parameters included in the code are Cell 
size=8, block size=2,  orientation  bins=9,  oriented 

gradients=1 feature length of fixed dimension were 
obtained for further calculation. These vectors  were 
saved in a  mat. File. For comparison of output 
another feature vector SIFT was implemented .These 
two feature vectors were used to classify separately 
and the efficiency were tested. Similarly feature 
vectors were calculated for different gestures  We 
used the database available on Cambridge Hand 
Gesture Dataset  to train the model for classification. 
Training images were segmented into different files 
and the feature vectors classified were stored in a 
matrix file with proper labelling according to the 
gestures. 
 

 
Fig.8 Cambridge Hand gesture Data Set 

  
3) SVM:  
libSVM  was used to classify the different  gestures   
based on their  feature vectors. Multiclass 
classification was implemented using RBF kernel. 
After cross-validation was performed, optimum 
parameters were obtained for C and   γ.one vs all was 
method of gesture classification is used [1].  External 
compiler support of Microsoft Windows SDK was 
used for compiling the files as it would be faster than  
the inbuilt Matlab compiler. This algorithm was 
implemented on Matlab running on Windows 
platform based on Intel core i5 processor.   
 
4) GUI:  
A GUI was designed for making a user friendly 
application.GUI contains options for capturing 
gestures by user and then recognises the gesture. The 
output gesture which is the equivalent of the sign  
language demonstrated by user is shown on window. 
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V. RESULTS 
 

 
 
CONCLUSION  
 
There is no  full-fledged  conclusion as we have not 
implemented the algorithm for all the alphabets. The 
implemented system is robust to illumination changes 
as well as gesture orientation. Most of applications 
using SVMs showed SVMs-based problem solving 
approach is better than one to one comparison 
method.  SVM is a newer technique but it has been 
applied to a wide range of machine learning tasks and 
used to generate much possible learning architecture 
with proper selection of kernel functions.  
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